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ABSTRACT:
When a personalized set of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) is not available, a common solution is identify-

ing a perceptually appropriate substitute from a database. There are various approaches to this selection process

whether based on localization cues, subjective evaluations, or anthropomorphic similarities. This study investigates

whether HRTF rankings that stem from different selection methods yield comparable results. A perceptual study was

carried out using a basic source localization method and a subjective quality judgment method for a common set of

eight HRTFs. HRTF rankings were determined according to different metrics from each method for each subject and

the respective results were compared. Results indicate a significant and positive mean correlation between certain

metrics. The best HRTFs selected according to one method had significant above-average rating scores according to

metrics in the second method. VC 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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NOMENCLATURE

Gx Individual grading list of HRTFs according to

metric x
gx Individual grading of HRTFs according to metric x

Rx Individual ranking list of HRTFs according to

metric x
h Lateral angle

/ Polar angle

c Great circle angle

rloc; rtraj Subject repeatability index for the localization (loc)

and trajectory (traj) evaluation tasks, respectively

q Pearson linear correlation coefficient

s Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient

DG1!G2
Worst downgrading score according to G2 of the

best selected according to G1

a Significance level

p Probability value
�D Mean difference

I. INTRODUCTION

In the fields of spatial hearing and spatial audio reproduc-

tion, headphone-based techniques have been extensively

investigated and used (Begault, 1994; Blauert, 1996; Rumsey,

2012). These techniques aim to convert a given incident sound

field into binaural signals such that the sound pressure at each

eardrum as produced by the headphones is perceptually equiv-

alent to the original circumstances. This equivalence implies

the presence of morphologically determined acoustic cues,

such as the low-frequency interaural time difference (ITD),

high-frequency envelope ITD, and, to a lesser extent, high-

frequency interaural level difference (ILD) for lateral source

direction localization, the high-frequency ILD for auditory

distance perception of near-field sources outside the median

plane, and monaural cues that help discriminate direction on a

cone of confusion (i.e., constant ITD or ILD contour; see Katz

and Nicol, 2019, Fig. 11.1) through spectral indices. All of

these cues are contained in the so-called head-related transfer

function (HRTF; Blauert, 2013). The HRTF (e.g., a set of

transfer functions measured on a spherical grid at a fixed dis-

tance) can be separated into a time delay component, princi-

pally influenced by the size of the head and position of the

ears, and a spectral component, predominantly determined by

the shape of the pinnae, as well as general head shadowing

(Katz and Noisternig, 2014).

Practically, in the case of large studies or with specific

subject pools (Afonso et al., 2005; Katz and Picinali, 2011;

Picinali et al., 2014), the use of an individual HRTF is often

impossible as the measurement generally requires (among

other difficulties) an anechoic room, specific hardware to

position the source on a spherical grid, and tracking devices

to ensure the subject remains immobile (Carpentier et al.,
2014). For these reasons, other strategies have been pro-

posed to obtain “individual” HRTFs without having to mea-

sure them acoustically. Individual HRTFs can be obtained

using numerical simulations (Greff and Katz, 2007; Katz,
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2001a,b; Ziegelwanger et al., 2015). One can also transform

or tune non-individualized HRTFs (Middlebrooks, 1999;

Middlebrooks et al., 2000) or select a HRTF from a database

by preference or performance (Bahu, 2016; Guillon, 2009;

Iwaya, 2006).

A. Methods for selection of HRTF

Due to the large number of publicly available HRTF

databases (Algazi et al., 2001; Bomhardt et al., 2016;

SOFA, 2019; Warusfel, 2003), using an already measured

non-individualized HRTF offers many practical advantages.

However, the choice of the best fitting HRTF from these

databases is not trivial. A fundamental and as yet unan-

swered question is “What determines the suitability of a

HRTF for a given subject?” (Katz and Nicol, 2019). Are

good HRTFs necessarily characterized by precise localiza-

tion (direct approaches), or should other subjective evalua-

tions be taken into consideration (Simon et al., 2016)?

1. Direct perceptual approaches

As HRTF selection methods are often validated by a

localization experiment, it is commonly assumed that the

optimal HRTF leads to a minimization of localization error

(Geronazzo et al., 2019, 2014; Iwaya, 2006; Katz and

Parseihian, 2012; Seeber and Fastl, 2003; Voong and

Oehler, 2019). Therefore, one can try to identify the HRTF

that would lead to a minimization of angular errors or confu-

sion rates. However, such methods typically require specific

hardware (for the reporting of perceived direction in the

case where a direct pointing method is preferred), are rather

time consuming (as many source positions should be evalu-

ated in order to assess the suitability of the HRTF over the

whole sphere), and, finally, the results may often be difficult

to interpret due to the high variance and multimodal distri-

bution of responses (Bahu et al., 2016).

2. Indirect quality judgment approaches

Subjective approaches have been proposed and aim to

reduce the complexity of the setup and testing times for

HRTF evaluations.

Seeber and Fastl (2003) proposed a two-step approach.

The first step consisted in a rapid extraction of 5 HRTFs

among an initial set of 12 according to their overall spatial
perception in the frontal region. For the second step, each

subject ranked the remaining HRTFs with respect to differ-

ent criteria based on externalization, stability of elevation

and distance, and constant displacement speed. Results

showed in a posterior localization task that this selection led

to a reduction in variance in localization responses and the

occurrence of inside-the-head localizations.

When dealing with large databases, Iwaya (2006) proposed

a Swiss-tournament method where the subject selected the best

HRTF out of a pair for a series of paired comparisons. More

recently, Voong and Oehler (2019) also proposed a Swiss-

tournament method where subjects compared competing

HRTFs based on preference, externalization of two different

stimuli, and envelopment. This method is well established in

chess competitions since it avoids forcing all possible pair com-

binations to compete together, hence reducing the time of the

experiment while also avoiding early elimination of serious

competitors that could eventually occur due to answer variance.

Roginska et al. (2010) and McMullen et al. (2012) pro-

posed a method for identifying a HRTF or a reduced set of

HRTFs that subjects would choose more often than others

according to three different criteria: externalization, eleva-
tion discrimination, and front/back discrimination. Results

showed that there existed a subset of the HRTF database

that was preferred by a significant number of subjects.

Furthermore, groups of subjects with preferences for similar

subgroups of HRTFs were highlighted. The authors con-

cluded that the proposed selection method “would provide
very good, and certainly better than generic, cues which
would lead to an improved spatial auditory image in virtual
environments …” (Roginska et al., 2010).

In order to reduce the size of large databases, Katz and

Parseihian (2012) proposed a method where subjects rated

overall auditory experience on a three-point scale (bad/ok/

excellent), where virtual sources were moving along two dif-

ferent trajectories. Through the analysis, the 46 HRTFs of

the database were reduced to 7 HRTFs. The subset appeared

to be efficient as results showed that subjects using their

best rated HRTF out of the selection method scored signifi-

cantly better than subjects with their worst rated HRTF dur-

ing a localization task. Andreopoulou and Katz (2016b)

followed a similar approach using a nine-point scale in order

to create a perceptually relevant space for quantifying simi-

larities of HRTFs and subjects. Results showed that the

HRTFs from the reduced database in Katz and Parseihian

(2012) appear to be perceptually orthogonal.

However, despite the various methods, there has been

considerable lack of cross-comparison and repeatability test

validation of these methods among competing methods. The

aim of this study is to provide such a comparison between

two common techniques for various metrics.

B. Hypotheses

The current study compares an indirect and a direct per-

ceptual method for the selection of the optimal HRTF from a

database. The chosen direct method consists of a classic

localization task, whereas the chosen indirect method con-

sists in an overall rendering quality evaluation via a trajec-

tory evaluation task employing a virtual source trajectory

around the listener (Andreopoulou and Katz, 2016b; Katz

and Parseihian, 2012; Stitt et al., 2019). A series of method-

specific metrics are evaluated, resulting in quantitative qual-

ity assessments for each of the two methods. The goal of the

study, therefore, is to compare the ranking of a set of HRTFs

according to these two methods. Both methods employed the

same HRTF database and the same subject pool.

The hypotheses to be tested are as follows:

H1 Localization performances across HRTFs are correlated

to overall quality of experience judgments.
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H2 The best HRTF selected according to perceptual met-

rics for one given method will exhibit a rating score

better than a random selection in the alternate method.

H3 Some metrics of a given method are better predictors of

the other method’s metrics than others.

H4 Subjects that are most repeatable in one task are also

most repeatable in the other task.

H5 Subjects that are most reliable have the most similar

HRTF rankings between both methods.

The description of the experiment is presented in Sec. II,

the results are then given in Sec. III, and discussed in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD

A. Description of the experiment

1. Stimuli

The HRTFs used in this work stem from the original

LISTEN database (Warusfel, 2003), which initially com-

prised 46 HRTFs. This database was reduced to 7 HRTFs

that ensured that at least 1 HRTF suited each of the 45 sub-

jects of the experiment described in Katz and Parseihian

(2012). This reduced database was extended here by includ-

ing the HRTF of a reference dummy head (Neumann

KU100, Neumann, Berlin, Germany), which was measured

under the same conditions as the LISTEN database. This

resulted in a database of eight HRTFs.

The test stimuli used were a sequence of three white

Gaussian noise bursts of 40 ms separated by a 30 ms pause.

To avoid undesired artefacts, a 2 ms half Hann window for

fade-in and fade-out was applied. This signal is referred to

as the noise burst.
The headphone (Sennheiser HD 600, Sennheiser,

Wedemark, Germany) level was calibrated using an artificial

ear (B and K 4153, Br€uel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark), pre-

amplifier (Band K 2669 L), signal conditioner (B and K

Nexus), and analog to digital converter (National

Instruments NI-USB 9162 and NI 9234, National

Instrument, Austin, TX). A microphone calibrator (B and K

4231, Br€uel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark) was used to cali-

brate the artificial ear’s sensitivity at 1 kHz before measure-

ments. The excitation signal was generated such that the

stationary white Gaussian noise used to create the noise burst
(prior to windowing) produced a sound pressure level of

80 dB when averaged over all tested HRTFs and positions.

All binaural signals were played back in a static manner

using only source directions made available in the database.

No spatial interpolation of the HRTF was required, hence

avoiding eventual interpolation parameter/methods-depen-

dent bias in the results.

While inappropriate headphone-to-ear-canal equaliza-

tion can be a cause of externalization error (Durlach et al.,
1992) and lack of naturalness in binaural rendering, such

equalization has not been shown to have a significant impact

on (angular) localization accuracy (Engel et al., 2019;

Sch€onstein et al., 2008). Any headphone equalization would

be universally applied to all positions and is equivalent to a

source filter as it is independent of the HRTF difference

effects under study.

ITDs of all HRTFs were individualized to each subject

using a morphological ITD model based on their measured

head circumference, the ITD of each HRTF was modified

accordingly (Aussal et al., 2012).

2. Rendering hardware

Binaural signals were generated using the Anaglyph audio

Plug-in (Poirier-Quinot and Katz, 2018) and played back on

open headphones (Sennheiser HD 600, Sennheiser, Wedemark,

Germany) using an audio interface (RME Babyface Pro, RME,

Heimhausen, Germany) at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.

3. Subjects

Twenty-eight subjects took part in the study on a volun-

tary basis. Subjects’ ages ranged from 19 to 63 years old

(�x ¼ 27:7; r2 ¼ 9:3) and 10 of the 28 were female.

Following a questionnaire, five subjects were identified as

expert listeners and six others as having experience with

binaural audio content.

4. Course of the experiment

The experiment was divided in a series of steps:

• Audiogram in order to identify potential heavy hearing

losses of any subject,
• measurement of the head circumference in order to per-

sonalize the ITD of each HRTF,
• questionnaire collecting personal information for statisti-

cal analysis,
• localization task as described in Sec. II B,
• trajectory evaluation task as described in Sec. II C,
• collection of a series of photographs to extract morpho-

logical measures to be used in a future study, and
• short post-task interview asking for eventual remarks

about their impressions of the undertaken tasks.

The presentation order between the localization and tra-

jectory evaluation tasks was equally balanced and randomly

assigned.

B. Localization task

Subjects indicated the perceived direction of the binau-

rally rendered noise burst with a direct pointing method with-

out taking distance into account. The experiment took place

in virtual reality where subjects were equipped with a head

mounted device (HMD; Oculus Rift, Oculus VR, Menlo

Park, CA) and two hand controllers (Oculus Touch) that

were tracked using three infrared sensors (Oculus Sensor).

The main part of the program was written in C# within

the Unity framework, which communicated over open sound
control (Wright, 2005) with Max-MSP (Cycling ’74, San

Francisco, CA).

Each HRTF was evaluated at 13 different positions,

resulting in 8 HRTFs� 13 positions ¼ 104 different
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conditions played in a random sequence within a block.

Repetitions were included by concatenating three blocks

and ensuring that the first stimulus of each block was not

identical to the last of the previous block. The 13 selected

source positions, as well as the measurement grid of the

LISTEN database, are depicted in Fig. 1.

The virtual environment was intentionally left black in

order to avoid eventual visual bias on the perceived direction

of the stimuli. Furthermore, no avatar was presented such that

the subject could not see their hands. That way, any eventual

graphic bias between the actual and the visualized hand posi-

tion due to poor positioning of the HMD was avoided.

Each localization response was decomposed in the fol-

lowing steps:

(1) Subject aligns a small dot placed in front of their head

on a distant target (2.2 m radius disk at 100 m¼ 4.4�

aperture angle).

(2) After 1 s of continuous visual/head alignment, the stim-

ulus was triggered, ensuring the subject’s head was sta-

ble during playback of the short noise burst. This is

important as the binaural signal should have a static

position. Simultaneously, the position and orientation of

the head was logged as the referential for the response.

The visual dot and target then disappeared.

(3) The subject could use either the left or right controller to

point toward the perceived direction such that the direc-

tion coincided with an invisible line starting from the

center of the head position1 from step (2) and an indi-

cated point on the controller. Thus, subjects used their

proprioception to place the controller at the response

position. The controller reference point was chosen in

the center of the small surface between the joystick and

two buttons such that subjects could easily place the tip

of their thumb on it without needing to see it.

(4) The subject validated the perceived direction by press-

ing a trigger on the controller with their index finger on

the corresponding controller. The controller position rel-

ative to the head position in step (2) was logged.

(5) The visual alignment dot and target reappear, and steps

(1)–(5) are repeated until all conditions and repetitions

have be completed.

In order to reduce fatigue and provide information to

the subjects about their advancement in the session, a short

text proposing to take a break appeared between each block.

Subjects could either remove the headphones and HMD and

go for a short break or alternatively press a button to con-

tinue the task after a short 10 s pause.

C. Trajectory evaluation task

The global quality judgment test was similar to that of

Stitt et al. (2019), wherein subjects rate the set of eight HRTFs

on a nine-point discrete scale (the extrema being “worst” and

“best”) for two different virtual source trajectories, namely a

horizontal plane trajectory and a median plane trajectory.

The graphical user interface (GUI) was implemented in

MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and presented on a touch

screen. The pre-rendered binaural signal was played directly

from MATLAB.

For each of the two trajectory types, a short text descrip-

tion of the intended source trajectory was displayed on the

left-hand side of the GUI (allowing subjects to form a mental

reference). On the right-hand side, the eight stimuli were pre-

sented in a random order in the form of a “play/pause” button

associated with a set of nine radio buttons for the ratings.

Equal ratings between stimuli were accepted and subjects

were provided a “sort” button, which reordered the stimuli

with respect to the assigned rating at any time during the task.

After subjects listened and rated each stimulus and both

extrema were assigned at least once, the “validate” button

was made available.

For both trajectories, the stimuli comprised a sequence

of noise bursts (described in Sec. II) sequentially rendered at

positions directly available in the HRTF (no interpolation)

corresponding to the following trajectories:

(a) Horizontal plane trajectory. Starting from the front on

the horizontal plane and progressing iteratively to the

next position 30� counterclockwise, completing two

revolutions.

(b) Median plane trajectory. Starting at an elevation of �45�

on the median plane and progressing iteratively to the

next position 15� above until reaching the back of the sub-

ject at an elevation of�45�. It then returned to the starting

point by completing the trajectory in reverse order.

III. RESULTS

Results for two subjects had to be removed due to a hard-

ware failure that occurred during the localization task, which

led to false responses. Both subjects were in the group that

began with the trajectory task, had no prior experience with

spatial audio or perceptual experiments, and were female.

A. Establishment of HRTFs gradings and rankings

The term grading (G) is employed here for normalized

values between zero and one that rate each HRTF according

FIG. 1. Hammer projection of the spherical HRTF measurement grid. Solid

lines depict constant lateral angles and dashed lines depict constant polar angles.

(Black circles) Selected source positions� available source positions.
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to the metrics described below while preserving the interval

relations, while ranking (R) is used to regard only the ordi-

nal relation of the grading between HRTFs. The grading of

a single HRTF within G (e.g., a selected best HRTF) is rep-

resented by the letter g. To highlight eventual correlations

between the results of each method, HRTF gradings and

rankings were established for each subject with respect to

different metrics: mean unsigned lateral error, mean
unsigned polar error, mean great circle error, and confusion
rate for the localization method and horizontal plane score,

median plane score, and both planes score for the quality

evaluation method. These metrics and the construction of

their respective HRTF gradings Gx and rankings Rx are

described in Secs. III A 1 and III A 2.

1. Metrics for the localization method

Four metrics are proposed to process the results

obtained during the localization task based on different

types of localization errors. Each metric produces a grading

list for the eight tested HRTFs. For this, the interaural-polar

coordinate system (Morimoto and Aokata, 1984) is pre-

ferred as depicted in Fig. 2. This coordinate system has the

benefit to describe the direction of an object with a lateral

angle h that specifies a cone of confusion (left-hand side at

90�, median plane at 0�, and right-hand side at �90�) and a

polar angle / that assesses the position of the object on the

cone of confusion (starting at 0� at the front and rotating in

an upward direction with increasing /) for a given distance.

a. Mean unsigned lateral error. Computed for each

subject for each HRTF by averaging all unsigned lateral

angle errors between target position and response over the 3

repetitions and 13 target positions. The corresponding

HRTF grading and ranking are referred to as G�h and R�h

respectively.

b. Mean unsigned polar error. Computed for each sub-

ject for each HRTF by averaging all unsigned polar angle

errors between the target position and response over the 3

repetitions and 13 target positions. The corresponding

HRTF grading and ranking are referred to as G�/ and R�/ ,

respectively.

c. Mean great circle error. Computed for each subject

for each HRTF by averaging all great circle angle errors

between the target position and response over the 3 repeti-

tions and 13 target positions. The corresponding HRTF

grading and ranking are referred to as G�c and R�c ,

respectively.

d. Confusion rate. Confusion classification follows the

definition proposed in Parseihian and Katz (2012), classify-

ing the response directions according to four different error

types depending on the polar angle difference between tar-

get and response. The classification zones are discussed in

Appendix A and shown in Fig. 6 in Appendix A. The differ-

ent confusions types are grouped, resulting in a single confu-
sion region, equal to 1� precision. The corresponding

HRTF grading and ranking are referred to as Gconf and Rconf,

respectively.

HRTF rankings are achieved by sorting the scores in

increasing order, thus, the smaller scores are at the top of

the ranking and the larger scores are at the bottom of the

ranking. In the case of an equal score, identical ranking

positions are given.

In order to give better insight of the absolute accuracy

of subjects during the experiment, the confusion rate of each

subject, as well as the distribution of absolute errors of each

of their responses, is discussed in Appendix B and depicted

in Fig. 7 in Appendix B.

2. Metrics for the quality evaluation method

For the trajectory evaluation task, ratings of each HRTF

are averaged over the 3 repetitions for each trajectory. In

addition to horizontal plane score and median plane score, a

third, Both planes score, is the mean result across both tra-

jectories. For consistency with the localization metrics, the

resulting gradings of each subject Ghori, Gmed, and Gboth are

determined by norming the abovementioned averaged rat-

ings such that the average best rated HRTF receives the

grade zero and the worst receives the grade one. The result-

ing HRTF rankings are referred to as Rhori, Rmed, and Rboth

accordingly.

B. Repeatability of the subjects

In order to assess the repeatability of each subject, a

repeatability index is calculated for each of the two tasks.

rloc As a dispersion indicator, the repeatability index of the

localization task is computed by averaging the great cir-

cle distance between all three repetitions across all con-

ditions and scaling the result such that the worst possible

mean great-circle distance (i.e., 120� for three repeti-

tions) yields zero and perfect agreement yields one.

rtraj The repeatability score of each trajectory is computed

using Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, W (Kendall

and Smith, 1939), between the rankings obtained in

FIG. 2. Interaural-polar coordinate system. A cone of confusion is drawn in

light gray and determined by the lateral angle h. The elevation of the object

is given by the polar angle /.
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each repetition.2 W ranges from zero to one, where zero

indicates strictly no concordance between HRTF rank-

ings and one indicates identical rankings between repe-

titions. The repeatability indexes of the two trajectories

are then averaged to obtain rtraj.

The repeatability indices are compared (see Fig. 3)

using a linear regression and computing the resulting

Pearson linear correlation coefficient (q ¼ 0:51). The signif-

icant positivity of this correlation was tested with a one-

tailed t-test and the t-statistics were computed according to

Eq. (1) (see Soper et al., 1917).

t ¼ q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n� 2
p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� q2

p ; (1)

where n is the sample size. A significant positive linear cor-

relation between both repeatability indices was observed

(q ¼ 0:51; p < 0:005).

The significant positive linear correlation between the

repeatability indices of both tasks indicates that subjects

who were most consistent during the trajectory task also

tended to be the most consistent during the localization task.

These results indicate the presence of general “good raters”

and “bad raters.” Absolute values of the repeatability indices

are not directly comparable between tasks, therefore no con-

clusion could be made about whether one task was more

repeatable than the other.

C. Comparison of HRTF metrics

1. Correlation between rankings associated to each
metric

a. Correlation. Kendall’s s correlation coefficient

(Kendall, 1938) was used as a measure of similarity between

two rankings. Kendall’s s was preferred for its ability to

take ties into account and to be weighted in order to focus

on correlations within the top or bottom of the ranking

(Vigna, 2015). The definition of Kendall’s s used in this

work is given in Appendix C 1.

For each subject, Kendall’s s is computed to assess the

similarity between HRTF rankings depending on different

metrics from the two methods. The average s over all sub-

jects is then computed (Table I and Fig. 8 in Appendix C).

A one-tailed t-test (a ¼ 0:05) shows that the mean Kendall’s

s correlation coefficient over all subjects is significantly pos-

itive for the pairs (Rconf and Rhori), (R�/ and Rhori), (R�c and

Rhori), (Rconf and Rmed), (R�/ and Rmed), (R�c and Rmed), (Rconf

and Rboth), (R�/ and Rboth), and (R�c and Rboth) even though a

rapid observation of Fig. 8 shows that negative correlation

coefficients regularly appear for some subjects. Results

showed no significance for inter-metric correlation coeffi-

cients involving R�h .

These results indicate a relation between the localiza-

tion accuracy of HRTFs and the overall quality of experi-

ence in the context of sources moving along a given

trajectory, except for the mean unsigned lateral error.

Regarding the other metrics, even if resulting inter-metric

correlation coefficients seem relatively low, results are

encouraging as it speaks for the fact that the better the scores

of a HRTF during the quality evaluation method, the lower

the confusion rates, polar errors, and great-circle errors, and

inversely the same is true.

b. Top-end/bottom-end correlation. Section III C 1

showed a significant positive correlation between rankings

from both methods, however, it is not clear whether this cor-

relation equally spans along the whole ranking, e.g., if bad-

scoring HRTFs could be more discernible than well-scoring

HRTFs. To investigate whether the correlation of ranking

lists differs depending on the region of ranking (see

Andreopoulou and Katz, 2016a), one can weight Kendall’s s
depending on the rankings itself (Vigna, 2015). The defini-

tion of the top-weighted and bottom-weighted Kendall’s s,

as well as the statistical analysis, are given in Appendix C 2.

No significant difference was found between the corre-

lation at the bottom-end and at the top-end of the ranking,

except for the pairs (Rhori and Rconf) and (Rmed and Rconf),

suggesting that well-scoring HRTFs according to confusion
rate have more similar scores, and their differentiation is

therefore more subject to response noise than the worse-

scoring HRTFs.

FIG. 3. Repeatability index from the localization task against the repeatabil-

ity index from the trajectory evaluation task. The linear regression is given

with its 95% confidence interval as well as the corresponding Pearson linear

correlation coefficient q.

TABLE I. Average values of Kendall’s s correlation coefficients between

each pair of rankings. “*” indicates a significant positive mean Kendall’s s.

Rhori Rmed Rboth

�s p �s p �s p

Rconf 0.24* <0.005 0.16* 0.03 0.23* <0.005

R�h 0.05 0.19 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.12

R�/ 0.26* <0.005 0.25* <0.005 0.30* <0.005

R�c 0.31* <0.005 0.27* <0.005 0.35* <0.005
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c. Comparison of inter-metric correlation

coefficients. In order to examine if one metric of the locali-

zation method correlates better than the others to a given

metric of the quality evaluation method and inversely, corre-

lation coefficients are compared between pairs sharing a

common metric using a two-tailed paired t-test. Results indi-

cate that the correlations for the pairs (Rconf and Rhori), (R�/
and Rhori), and (R�c and Rhori) are all three significantly

greater than (R�h and Rhori) (�s ¼ 0:19, p¼ 0.05, �s ¼ 0:22,

p¼ 0.01 and �s ¼ 0:26, p< 0.005, respectively).

Similarly, it appears that the correlations for the pairs (R�/
and Rmed) and (R�c and Rmed) are both significantly greater

than (R�h and Rmed) (�D ¼ 0:15, p¼ 0.04 and �D ¼ 0:17,

p¼ 0.02, respectively).

When comparing correlation between metrics from the

localization method with both planes score, it appears that

there is a significantly higher correlation for the pair (R�/
and Rboth) than for (R�h and Rboth) (�D ¼ 0:23, p< 0.005), and

there is a higher correlation for the pair (R�c and Rboth) than

for (Rconf and Rboth) or (R�h and Rboth) or (R�/ and Rboth)

(�D ¼ 0:12, p¼ 0.04; �D ¼ 0:29, p< 0.005; and �D ¼ 0:12,

p¼ 0.02, respectively).

No significant difference was observed when comparing

inter-metric correlation coefficients sharing a common met-

ric from the localization method. However, the correlation

for the pair (Rboth and R�c ) is nearly significantly greater than

the correlation for the pair (Rmed and R�c) (�D ¼ 0:08;
p ¼ 0:06).

This at least suggests that the mean unsigned polar
error and the mean great circle error might be better indica-

tors of the overall experience of a HRTF than the confusion
rate or the mean unsigned lateral error.

On the other hand, horizontal plane score and median
plane score correlate equally well with rankings elaborated

from the localization method. However, combining the

results from both trajectories increases the correlation with

rankings obtained from mean unsigned polar error and

mean great circle error compared to either single trajectory.

This indicates that HRTF selection should not be restrained

to only one of these trajectories as they seem to deliver com-

plementary information.

d. Relations between inter-metric correlations and

repeatability indices. The previously noted negative

Kendall’s s (see Sec. III C 1 a) that occurred for some people

between rankings associated to different metrics deserves

more investigation. To examine whether low inter-metric

correlation coefficients correlated to poor repeatability indi-

ces, a linear regression was calculated between Kendall’s s
obtained for each pair of metrics and repeatability indices of

each subject (see Fig. 4). After testing the null hypothesis

that correlation indices qrloc
and qrtraj

were non-positive for

each pair of metrics with a one-tailed t-test (a ¼ 0:05) and

computing the t-statistics according to Eq. (1), it appears

that inter-metric Kendall’s s has a significant positive corre-

lation with the repeatability index associated to the localiza-

tion task for the following pairs of metrics: (Rconf and Rmed;

p< 0.005), (Rconf and Rboth; p¼ 0.02), (R�/ and Rhori;

p¼ 0.03), (R�/ and Rmed; p¼ 0.01), (R�/ and Rboth;

p< 0.005), (R�c and Rmed; p¼ 0.03), and (R�c and Rboth;

p¼ 0.03). Similarly, the inter-metric Kendall’s s has a signif-

icant positive correlation with the repeatability index associ-

ated to the trajectory task for the following pairs of metrics:

(Rconf and Rmed; p< 0.005), (Rconf and Rboth; p¼ 0.01), (R�/
and Rhori; p¼ 0.01), (R�/ and Rmed; p< 0.005), (R�/ and Rboth;

p< 0.005), (R�c and Rhori; p¼ 0.01), (R�c and Rmed;

p< 0.005), and (R�c and Rboth; p< 0.005).

The relatively low inter-metric correlation coefficients

observed for some subjects are not necessarily problematic

as subjects with the best repeatability indices tended to have

significantly better inter-metric correlation coefficients

(except for the mean unsigned lateral error). Therefore, it

can be suggested that reliable subjects would obtain similar

results from both methods.

2. Grading behaviour of selected HRTFs

While Sec. III C 1 focused on inter-metric correlation

coefficients, observing the behaviour of only the best

selected HRTFs across metrics could offer more relevant

information in the context of HRTF selection comparisons

as a correlation of the whole ranking does not necessarily

ensure consistency in the selection results in terms of

extrema, e.g., best.
To investigate how a selected best HRTF according to

one metric is rated according to another metric, a new met-

ric termed the “worst downgrading score” (D) is introduced.

DG1!G2
represents the grading score according to G2 of the

FIG. 4. Kendall’s s against the repeatability score. The Pearson linear corre-

lation coefficient between Kendall’s s and the repeatability score is depicted

as well as the linear regression with its 95% confidence interval. (Gray line)

Linear regression between Kendall’s s and rloc, (black line) Linear regres-

sion between Kendall’s s and rtraj. “*” indicates a significant positive

correlation.
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best HRTF selected according to G1. It is therefore equiva-

lent to g2ðargbestfG1g), where argbestfG1g denotes the best

HRTF according to G1. A score of DG1!G2
¼ 0 would indi-

cate that the best HRTF in G1 is also the best HRTF in G2,

while DG1!G2
¼ 1 indicates that the best HRTF in G1 is the

worst HRTF in G2. The term “worse” takes into account any

potential score ties in G1, in which case only the highest nor-

malized grading in G2 is retained.

As an example, considering only five elements, if G1

¼ ð0; 0:3; 0; 0:4; 1Þ and G2 ¼ ð0:2; 0:7; 0:5; 0; 1Þ, then

DG1!G2
¼ maxf0:2; 0:5g ¼ 0:5 and DG2!G1

¼ 0:4.

D is computed for each ordered pair of the gradings

from both methods described in Sec. III A. Their distribu-

tions are depicted in Fig. 5.

a. Median behaviour of D. In order to determine

whether the selection of a best HRTF based on one metric

yields a significantly lower median grading according to

other metrics compared to random selection (i.e., 0.5), a

one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test (a ¼ 0:05) was con-

ducted on all inter-metric D with results of the significance

test shown in Fig. 5.

Analysis of median D shows that the selection of the

best HRTF based on G�/ and G�c both lead to a ghori and gboth

significantly less than 0.5, indicating strong similarity in

best HRTF selections:

MedfDG�/!Ghori
g ¼ 0:12; p < 0:005;

MedfDG�c!Ghori
g ¼ 0:14; p < 0:005;

MedfDG�c!Gmed
g ¼ 0:16; p < 0:005;

MedfDG�/!Gboth
g ¼ 0:11; p ¼ 0:01;

MedfDG�c!Gboth
g ¼ 0:06; p < 0:005.

Therefore, the best HRTF selected based on G�/ and G�c

would be expected to provide a superior experience in the

quality evaluation method compared to a randomly selected

HRTF.

Selections of the best HRTF based on Ghori, Gmed, and

Gboth yielded a median g�/ < 0.5 and g�c < 0.5:

MedðDRhori!G�/
Þ ¼ 0:22; p ¼ 0:02;

MedðDRmed!G�/
Þ ¼ 0:18; p < 0:005;

MedðDRboth!G�/
Þ ¼ 0:32; p < 0:005;

MedfDRhori!G�c g ¼ 0:23; p ¼ 0:01;
MedðDRmed!G�c Þ ¼ 0:14; p < 0:005;
MedðDRboth!G�c Þ ¼ 0:10; p < 0:005;

and seemed to be strong indicators of whether the selected

HRTF will score well according to the mean great circle
error.

Selection based on Gmed also yielded a median gconf

< 0.5 (MedfDRmed!Gconf
g ¼ 0:31; p ¼ 0:01).

These results show that the best HRTF selected based

on the mean unsigned polar error and mean great circle
error with the localization method and based on both the

horizontal plane score and median plane score with the qual-

ity evaluation method exhibit better scores with the alternate

method than randomly selected HRTF.

b. Grading comparison depending on the selection

metric. In order to determine which metric of a given method

should be prioritized for the selection of the best HRTF such

that the grading of the selected HRTF is maximized according

to metrics of the alternate method, the distribution of gradings

obtained for a given task is compared depending on the metric

of the other method used for selection.

First, best HRTF selections were made based on met-

rics from the trajectory evaluation task and the distribu-

tions of the scores DG!Ghori
for all G in fGconf ;G�h ;G�/ ;G�cg

were compared pair-wise as were the distributions of

DG!Gmed
and DG!Gboth

(see Table II). Two-tailed paired

t-tests (a ¼ 0:05) showed that the selected best HRTF

based on G�/ exhibits a significantly smaller ghori than the

selected best HRTF based on Gconf and a nearly significant

smaller ghori than the selected best HRTF based on G�h .

Furthermore, the selected best HRTF based on G�/ exhibits

a significant smaller ghori than the selected best HRTFs

based on Gconf or G�h .

The selected best HRTFs based on G�/ or G�c both

exhibit significantly smaller gmed than selected best HRTF

based on Gconf. The selected best HRTF based on G�c exhib-

its significantly smaller gmed than the selected best HRTF

based on g�h and nearly significant smaller gmed than the

selected best HRTF based on G�h .

The selected best HRTF based on G�c exhibits signifi-

cantly smaller gboth than the selected best HRTFs based on

Gconf, G�h , or G�/ . Furthermore, the selected best HRTF

based on G�/ exhibits a nearly significant smaller gboth than

the selected best HRTF based on Gconf.

On the other hand, when comparing whether the best

HRTFs selected based on Ghori or Gmed exhibit better scores

FIG. 5. Histogram representing the distribution of the worst downgrading

scores for both directions of each inter-metric pair across all subjects.

(Medium gray area) DGrow!Gcolumn
, (dark gray area) DGcolumn!Grow

, (black line)

median value, and (light gray area) 95% confidence interval for the median.

“*” indicates a median value significantly smaller than 0.5 (a ¼ 0:05).
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according to the metrics of the localization method, no sig-

nificant differences were observed.

These results indicate that when selecting the best

HRTF via the localization method, the mean unsigned polar
error and mean great circle error should be preferred over

the confusion rate and mean unsigned lateral error as the

selected HRTF will, in general, exhibit better scores accord-

ing to the metrics of the quality evaluation method. This is

consistent with the results obtained when comparing the

correlation coefficients of the inter-metrics rankings (see

Sec. III C 1 c).

Regarding the gradings from the localization method,

there was no significant difference between selections based

on the horizontal plane score and median plane score. This

is consistent with observations in Sec. III C 1 c regarding the

inter-metric correlation coefficients. However, unlike the

improvement of the correlation coefficient shown in Sec.

III C 1 c, the best HRTF selection based on the both planes
score did not appear to significantly improve scores in the

localization method compared to selections from a single

trajectory.

c. Asymmetry of D. Figure 5 shows that D is asymmet-

ric, which means that DG1!G2
and DG2!G1

, in general, do

not give the same score. It thus may be of interest to deter-

mine whether a given direction of comparison provided

more robust scores for a given pair of metrics. Results are

shown in Table III. A two-tailed paired t-test indicated that

selecting the best HRTF based on Gmed generally yielded a

significantly smaller Gconf than conversely (�D ¼ �0:22,

p¼ 0.01). Those observations show that the median plane
score is a better predictor of the confusion rate than is the

confusion rate a better predictor of the median plane score.

D. Open remarks from the subjects

1. Localization task

Among the recurring open remarks on the localization

task, 14 subjects spontaneously reported difficulties localiz-

ing sources in the front. Five subjects reported that the task

was either too long or difficult in general, or expressed their

difficulties keeping their concentration throughout the entire

task. In contrast, four subjects found the task enjoyable or

preferred it over the trajectory evaluation task. Four subjects

reported having trouble indicating the perceived direction of

the source when the signal was poorly externalized.

2. Trajectory evaluation task

Five subjects found the task difficult in general. Some

subjects reported that one of the two trajectories was easier

to rate than the other, i.e., seven found the horizontal plane

trajectory easier to rate, while only one subject indicated the

opposite. Four subjects found the stimulus too loud or irritat-

ing. Three subjects reported difficulties localizing the source

TABLE II. Cross-comparison of D for different selection metrics across

subjects. Results are grouped by grading metric to highlight eventual differ-

ences depending on the selection metric. The estimated mean of the differ-

ence between paired D along subjects are given with the corresponding

p-values (two-tailed paired t-test with a ¼ 0:05). “*” indicates a significant

different mean (a ¼ 0:05). Gray cells indicate the significantly smaller of

the compared D pairs.

l m �D p

Gconf DGhori!Gconf
DGmed!Gconf

0.03 0.70

DGhori!Gconf
DGboth!Gconf

�0.01 0.88

DGmed!Gconf
DGboth!Gconf

�0.05 0.26

G�h DGhori!G�h
DGmed!G�h

0.01 0.94

DGhori!G�h
DGboth!G�h

�0.02 0.80

DGmed!G�h
DGboth!G�h

�0.02 0.70

G�/ DGhori!G�/
DGmed!G�/

0.03 0.70

DGhori!G�/
DGboth!G�/

0.03 0.72

DGmed!G�/
DGboth!G�/

�0.01 0.87

G�c DGhori!G�c DGmed!G�c 0.04 0.66

DGhori!G�c DGboth!G�c 0.06 0.44

DGmed!G�c DGboth!G�c 0.02 0.78

Ghori DGconf!Ghori
DG�h!Ghori

0.03 0.75

DGconf!Ghori
DG�/!Ghori

0.20 0.03*

DGconf!Ghori
DG�c!Ghori

0.21 0.01*

DG�h!Ghori
DG�/!Ghori

0.17 0.03*

DG�h!Ghori
DG�c!Ghori

0.18 0.07

DG�/!Ghori
DG�c!Ghori

0.01 0.88

Gmed DGconf!Gmed
DG�h!Gmed

0.14 0.11

DGconf!Gmed
DG�/!Gmed

0.16 0.03*

DGconf!Gmed
DG�c!Gmed

0.30 0:00�
DG�h!Gmed

DG�/!Gmed
0.03 0.77

DG�h!Gmed
DG�c!Gmed

0.16 0.08

DG�/!Gmed
DG�c!Gmed

0.14 0.02*

Gboth DGconf!Gboth
DG�h!Gboth

0.05 0.61

DGconf!Gboth
DG�/!Gboth

0.18 0.07

DGconf!Gboth
DG�c!Gboth

0.28 0:00�
DG�h!Gboth

DG�/!Gboth
0.12 0.13

DG�h!Gboth
DG�c!Gboth

0.23 0.02*

DG�/!Gboth
DG�c!Gboth

0.10 0.05*

TABLE III. Comparison of direction for D for all inter-method-metric pairs

across subjects. The estimated mean of the difference between paired D
along subjects IS given with the corresponding p-values (two-tailed paired

t-test with a ¼ 0:05). “*” indicates a significant different mean (a ¼ 0:05).

Gray cells indicate the significantly smaller of the compared D pair.

l m �D p

DGconf!Ghori
DGhori!Gconf

0.05 0.63

DGconf!Gmed
DGmed!Gconf

0.22 0.01*

DGconf!Gboth
DGboth!Gconf

0.06 0.54

DG�h!Ghori
DGhori!G�h

�0.01 0.93

DG�h!Gmed
DGmed!G�h

0.03 0.75

DG�h!Gboth
DGboth!G�h

�0.03 0.72

DG�/!Ghori
DGhori!G�/

�0.10 0.25

DG�/!Gmed
DGmed!G�/

0.10 0.13

DG�/!Gboth
DGboth!G�/

�0.03 0.62

DG�c!Ghori
DGhori!G�c �0.09 0.21

DG�c!Gmed
DGmed!G�c �0.01 0.91

DG�c!Gboth
DGboth!G�c �0.09 0.19
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in the front. Finally, one subject admitted preferring to

accomplish this task over the localization task.

E. Task duration

The time spent on each task was recorded for 22 subjects

without taking pauses into account. The average time spent on

the localization task was 24 min 42 s (ranging from 12 min

19 s to 43 min 18 s), while the time spent on the trajectory

evaluation task was 26 min 53 s (ranging from 16 min 04 s to

49 min 25 s). Results show the two protocols with the associ-

ated number of repetitions comparable in task duration.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study investigated the similarity between two dif-

ferent methods of HRTF rating and selection. A common

pool of 28 subjects took part in a classical localization task

and a trajectory evaluation task to evaluate 8 HRTFs from a

database.

Distribution of angular errors obtained from the locali-

zation task (see Appendix B and Fig. 7) were in agreement

with the literature. Observed mean unsigned lateral errors
were similar to those obtained with individual HRTFs (Stitt

et al., 2019, results prior to training), although mean
unsigned lateral errors obtained by four subjects with their

best scoring HRTFs were definitely worse. This could be

explained by a bad matching of the ITD model for those

subjects. Mean unsigned polar errors obtained with each

subject’s best scoring HRTF were scoring similarly to indi-

vidual HRTFs in Stitt et al. (2019), however, worst scoring

HRTFs were scoring substantially worse than individual

HRTFs. Furthermore, for most of the subjects, a great differ-

ence between the median errors of best and worst scoring

HRTFs was observed for the mean unsigned polar error and

mean great circle error, indicating that the set of HRTFs

was suitable to this work.

Two different approaches were used to compare the

similitude of the HRTF scores according to different metrics

from both methods. The first approach consisted in comput-

ing Kendall’s correlation coefficient s of the HRTF rank-

ings. The second approach consisted in selecting HRTFs

based on a given metric and analyzing their corresponding

gradings according to other metrics for which a new metric

D was proposed to focus on the change in rating of the best

selected HRTF using one metric according to another met-

ric. While the first approach gives insight on the overall

behaviour of gradings, the second approach gives confirma-

tion on whether this correlation is valid for selecting the best

rated HRTF. Both approaches showed similar results: ana-

lyzing inter-method metrics correlation coefficients and D
yielded results significantly above random, supporting H1

and H2.

Regarding hypothesis H3, results showed that some

metrics from the localization method (i.e., mean great circle
error and mean unsigned polar error) correlated better to

metrics from the quality evaluation method than others

when analyzing the full rating results. A similar conclusion

was drawn when using the D-approach, which focused only

on the best rated HRTFs. This indicates that the mean great
circle error or mean unsigned polar error should be pre-

ferred over the confusion rate or mean unsigned lateral
error when selecting HRTFs as it appears that the best

selected HRTF will exhibit better scores according to met-

rics from the quality evaluation method. While HRTF rank-

ings obtained from the both planes score appear to better

correlate with rankings obtained via the localization method

than those based on the horizontal plane score or median
plane score (Table I, Fig. 8 in Appendix C), no statistically

significant improvement was observed (at the a ¼ 0:5 level).

Similarly, when using the D-approach, a greater similitude

can be visually observed between the both planes score and

metrics from the localization method than the horizontal
plane score or median plane score (Fig. 5) even though no

statistically significant improvement was observed.

These results are in agreement with observations in pre-

vious studies (Iwaya, 2006; Katz and Parseihian, 2012;

Seeber and Fastl, 2003; Voong and Oehler, 2019) where

localization performances with HRTFs selected using a

quality evaluation method were superior to randomly

selected HRTFs or generic HRTFs.

As expected, the mean unsigned lateral error appears

completely uncorrelated to results obtained during the qual-

ity evaluation method. This was as expected as is explained

by the fact that ITDs were matched to each subject for all

HRTFs such that HRTFs could not be discriminated in terms

of lateral localization.

Regarding hypothesis H4, the repeatability of subjects

was evaluated for both tasks. For the localization task, the

selected repeatability index was inversely proportional to

the mean great circle angle between repetitions. For the tra-

jectory evaluation task, Kendall’s coefficient of concordance

W was used. A significant correlation was found between

these repeatability indices, indicating that consistent raters

in one task tended to be consistent in the other task.

Inter-metric correlations were observed to significantly

correlate to repeatability indices, indicating that consistent

raters tended to score best with the same HRTFs in both

methods, while inconsistent raters could score differently

with each HRTF depending on the method, supportingH5.

V. CONCLUSION

This study compared two different methods of percep-

tual HRTF rating and selection from a database containing

eight perceptually different HRTFs. The first method was

based on a classic localization task, while the second

method was based on an overall quality evaluation of sour-

ces moving along two different trajectories.

Results showed a significant and positive correlation

between rankings established from both methods using

different metrics (excluding the mean unsigned lateral
error from the localization method). Certain metrics cal-

culated from the localization method were observed to

better correlate to those from the quality evaluation
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method (namely the mean unsigned polar error and mean
great circle error). Similarly, metrics calculated from the

quality evaluation method (horizontal plane score, median
plane score) correlated equally well with those from the

localization method, suggesting that the trajectory evalua-

tion task could be reduced to a single trajectory. However,

a nearly significant improvement was observed when met-

rics considered the combined trajectory results, suggesting

that employing both trajectories was complementary for

this purpose.

A new function was proposed to evaluate the similarity

of a selected best HRTF using one metric with respect to

another metric, offering results similar to those obtained via

correlation coefficient results. The best HRTFs selected

according to the horizontal plane score, median plane score,

and both planes score were significantly better rated accord-

ing to the mean great circle error for the trajectory evalua-

tion task than randomly selected HRTFs.

It can be claimed that the localization performance of a

HRTF positively correlates with the overall quality of expe-

rience judgment, evaluated here in the context of sources

moving in an anechoic environment.

Results also showed that subjects that are the most

repeatable in one task were also the most repeatable in the

other task, indicating the presence of “consistent raters” and

“inconsistent raters.”

Finally, open remarks from subjects showed that prefer-

ences and perceived difficulties regarding the two tasks

were mixed.

Future research shall extend comparisons of HRTF

ranking and selection to objective methods employing

anthropomorphic data. Additionally, results of the rankings

for the dummy head will be analyzed in an effort to quantify

the “genericness” of such systems in the context of binaural

listening versus using individually selected HRTFs from a

reduced database.
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APPENDIX A: CONFUSION ZONES

A revised version of the definition of the four different

response confusion zones proposed in Parseihian and Katz

(2012) is given in Fig. 6, in which a correction for south-

pole continuity has been added.

APPENDIX B: INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT RESPONSES
FOR THE LOCALIZATION TASK

In order to provide a more in-depth analysis of individ-

ual subject performance for the localization task, the

confusion rates and overall angular error results are shown

for each subject in Fig. 7. For comparison, these results are

shown in reference to the mean and median values for indi-

vidual HRTFs using a comparable test protocol (see Stitt

et al., 2019, results prior to training).4

Median unsigned lateral error results by subject for their

best and worst scoring HRTFs appear to be generally quite

comparable to the mean polar errors observed for the refer-

ence individual HRTF study. It can be observed that four

subjects appear to have substantially higher errors. This

could be due to errors in the ITD individualization model

for these specific subjects or generally poor localization task

performance.

Regarding median unsigned polar errors, the best scor-

ing HRTFs of most subjects yield median errors compara-

ble to those obtained in Stitt et al. (2019). Furthermore,

differences obtained between best scoring and worst scor-

ing HRTFs appear to be substantial, indicating that the set

of HRTFs used in the current study provides both well

matching as well as poorly matching HRTFs for most

subjects.

APPENDIX C: KENDALL’S s

1. Unweighted Kendall’s s

Kendall’s s can be understood as a measure comparing

the ordinal relation of each pair of elements, increasing

whenever their relation is concordant in both rankings,

decreasing in the opposite case, or stable whenever the two

elements are tied in one of the two rankings. It is therefore

closely related to the minimum number of “swaps” between

adjacent elements in a given ranking r in order to recon-

struct a ranking s.

After considering r and s to be real valued vectors (e.g.,

the ranking of each HRTF for two given metrics), the origi-

nal Kendall’s s can be extended to handle ties and is

expressed in a form similar to an inner product (Daniels,

1944; Kendall, 1945; Vigna, 2015) as shown:

FIG. 6. Definition of the four different response confusion zones. (Black)

Precision, (dark gray) front-back, (light gray) up-down, and (white)

combined.
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s ¼ hr; si
krk�ksk ; (C1)

where

hr; si ¼
X
i<j

sgnfri � rjg�sgnfsi � sjg; (C2)

and the normalization is given by the terms

krk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hr; ri

p
and ksk ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hs; si

p
;

and

sgnfxg ¼
1; if x > 0;

0; if x ¼ 0;

�1; if x < 0:

8><
>:

The normalization of the “inner product” in Eq. (C1)

ensures that s reaches one when both rankings are fully con-

cordant, zero whenever there are as many concordant pairs

as discordant pairs, and �1 when the two rankings appear in

the exact opposite order.

2. Weighted Kendall’s s

Equation (C1) can be re-written by using an alternate

definition of Eq. (C2) with

hr; siwr;s
¼
X
i<j

sgnfri � rjgsgnfsi � sjgwr;sði; jÞ; (C3)

where wr;sði; jÞ is a weighting function which depends on

the ranking of the ith and jth elements in r and untied with

the help of s if necessary. The weighting of both the ith and

jth elements can be combined additively such that

wr;sði; jÞ ¼ wr;sðiÞ þ wr;sðjÞ.
Thus, one can define two weighted Kendall’s s’s, where

the weighting function is either based first on the ranking

scheme r and then on s (swr;s
) or inversely (sws;r

). The final

definition of the weighted Kendall’s s takes the form

sw ¼
swr;s
þ sws;r

2
: (C4)

The choice of the weighting function w remains an

open question. Vigna (2015) proposed using a hyperbolic

decreasing function ½w : i! 1=ðRðiÞ þ 1Þ�. However, this

FIG. 7. Distribution of individual subject responses for the localization experiment. (a) Confusion rates. (Black) Precision, (dark gray) front-back, (light

gray) up-down, and (white) combined. Median (b) lateral, (c) polar, and (d) great circle errors: (plus sign) over all HRTFs, for the (left-pointing triangle)

best and (right-pointing triangle) worst scoring HRTF. (Gray dashed line) Median and (gray solid line) mean errors observed in individual HRTF conditions

(from Stitt et al., 2019, results prior to training) are included for reference.
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may not be suitable since it introduces a bias, i.e., the mean

weighted Kendall’s s is positive even for randomly gener-

ated data. Hence, we propose using two very simplistic and

intuitive weighting functions, i.e., a top-weighting function,

where the best rated four HRTFs are weighted one and the

four last are weighted zero and a bottom-weighting function

which is similarly defined but puts the weight onto the four

worst rated HRTF, resulting in a top-weighted Kendall’s s
and a bottom-weighted Kendall’s s, respectively.

As an example, consider two rankings r and s, where s
is similar to r but with two elements swapped; if the two

swapped elements lie within the four worst rated elements,

then the top-weighted Kendall’s s remains one, however, if

at least one of the two swapped elements lie within the four

best rated elements, then the top-weighted Kendall’s s
decreases with an increasing rankings distance. Thus, if only

two elements are swapped, the worst top-weighted

Kendall’s s is obtained when swapping the best HRTF with

the worst one.

a. Top-end/bottom-end correlation comparison

The top- and bottom-weighted Kendall’s s’s between

the rankings that stem from different metrics are shown in

Fig. 8. The null hypothesis that the correlation at the

bottom-end of the ranking is equal to the correlation at the

top-end for each pair of metrics was tested using a two-

tailed paired t-test (a ¼ 0:05). Significance was found only

for the pairs (Rhori and Rconf; �D ¼ �0:10, p¼ 0.03), and

(Rmed and Rconf; �D ¼ �0:10, p¼ 0.04), where the correla-

tion at the bottom-end appears greater than at the top-end.

These results indicate that the positive mean Kendall’s s
observed before might be better explained by the bottom-

end of the ranking scale than by the top-end for those cases.

Interestingly, both pairs are related to Rconf. Therefore, it

can be hypothesized that the bottom-end ranking that stems

from the confusion rate is more stable than at the top-end,

i.e., well-scoring HRTFs according to the confusion rate
have more similar scores, and their differentiation is there-

fore more subject to response noise than the worse-scoring

HRTFs. In all other cases, the positive inter-metric correla-

tion seems as equally explained by the top of the ranking as

by the bottom of the ranking.

1The center of the head position was determined by averaging the recorded

positions of the two hand controllers when placing the controller reference

point in front of the ear canal of both ears for 21 subjects.
2Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, W, is equivalent to a scaled

Friedman statistics W ¼ Fr=ðmðn� 1ÞÞ, where m is the number of repeti-

tions and n is the number of HRTFs, resulting in a value ranging between

zero and one.
3See https://rasputin.lam.jussieu.fr (Last viewed 30 April 2020).
4The median lateral error and the mean and median great circle errors were

not available in Stitt et al. (2019) and were therefore computed based on

the original data set delivered by the authors.
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